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Was my work of value
to you?

Be prepared to feast on the essence, the richness, and
the efficacy of the beyond-the-veil work so that your
life before-the-veil can experience the changes you
are looking for. We start on July 11.
~
MIMI YOUNG
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L et ter f rom the Ed i tor

W E L C OM E T O T H E U NS E E N

My name is Mimi Young, and I am a Han-Taiwanese Canadian, living, working, and playing on the unceded and
traditional territories of the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Mus ueam), Sḵ wx̱ wú7mesh (S uamish), and Sel̓íl̓witulh (Tsleil-Waututh)
Nations, otherwise known as Vancouver, Canada. I am also a spirit communicator.
'

e Book of Changes' or the I Ching, is the considered the oldest of the Chinese esoteric classics, and has been considered
a book of secret fundamental principles for philosophers, alchemists, mystics, diviners, scientists, mathematicians,
politicians, and in other professions. Di erent divination tools serve di erent functions. With the I Ching, I am always
blown away just how much detail a single reading can provide, lending practical information to best navigate the

situations we are o en confronted with in our human lives. No uestion is too big, or too speci c, the I Ching can answer
uestions relating to anything - from where to potentially relocate to, to wellness uestions, to advice around
relationships, to big picture life path uestions. I have even once asked the I Ching where I had misplaced my wedding
band, which it promptly advised with sharp accuracy.
In the upcoming Wood + Metal Module of the Mystery Mentorship, I'll be diving deep in my lineage to share with you the
ancient wisdom of how my culture has historically related with the land, and how magick and miracles can be
experienced. I also love giving prominence to these practices straight from the source - as these have been part of my
family lines and our cultural mythos as long as we have been around. Tapping into Wu esoteric practices (Wu being
shamanic, divinatory, and magickal), respond to the call of the spirits. We will get into depth, breadth and substance; no
"diet magick" or "low calorie spirituality" here. Be prepared to feast on the essence, the richness, and the e cacy of the
beyond-the-veil work so that your life before-the-veil can experience the changes you are looking for. We start on July 11.
Sliding scale tuition, and Partial Ceremonie Scholarships are available in limited uantities.
Be sure to head to page 10 for a special thank you. <3
Lastly, if my work has been helpful for you, would you consider making a contribution to Unseen Magazine, or share my
work with a friend (by sharing the link to join my mailing list). As a one-woman business, your support means more than
mere words can convey.

Happy July!
Yours,

Mimi Young
Editor of Unseen Magazine + Founder of Ceremonie

PS. As a solopreneur, I would also like to say thank you ahead of time for honouring my work. Please feel free to print ONE copy of this magazine
for your personal, non-commercial use and enjoyment. If you share any short excerpts on social media, full credit and ta ing of myself
@shopceremonie and the corresponding photographer must be included. If you feel called to share this content with others, please only do so by
using the link to join my mailing list. Please take the time to read my note on usage and copyright non-negotiables on the previous page.
you for honouring this so I can continue to bring this to you every month for free.

ank

He a l i ng P l a nt s Sp otl i ght

TAT T O O

A F T E RC A R E

TAT T O O B A L M R E C I P E
ingredients
• 2 Tbsp shea butter
• 1 Tbsp cocoa butter
• 4 Tbsp total of one or combination of the following botanical oils:
rosehip oil, sun ower oil, seabuckthorn oil, carrot seed infused oil, calendula infused oil, plantain infused oil
• 1 tsp vitamin E oil (tocopherols)
instructions
• Melt shea butter and cocoa butter together in a clean bowl set in a double boiler.
• When 85-90% of the volume has been melted, remove from heat and allow the residual heat to melt the rest.
• Add botanical oils and stir gently, but well.
• Stir in vitamin E.
• Pour into sterilized glass jars (or tins).
• Allow to cool completely.
• Place lids on the jars.
When applying the Tattoo Balm, gently spread a thin layer onto freshly inked skin 3-4 times a day, or as
needed. It’s important to apply a thin layer of the balm, and not think “more is better”, so that the skin can
uickly absorb, and so that it doesn’t not interfere with the scabbing and healing process of the skin. (Make
sure the skin is clean when you apply the balm. I recommend using an unscented castille li uid soap as
bacteria can get trapped in bar soap).

M O R E S U P P O RT I V E TAT T O O A F T E RC A R E
• Taking the recommended daily dosage of sh oil
• Isotonic Marine Plasma
• Traditional Taiwanese chicken soup (for my family’s recipe, see my BLOG)
• Herbal infusion of Nettle, Horsetail, and Licorice: Place 1 tbsp each of Nettle and Horsetail, along with 1
tsp of Licorice in a 500ml mason jar of boiling water. Cover and allow to infuse for 6 hours or overnight.
Strain and drink (reheat if desired).

..............................................................................................................................................................................................
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THANK
YO U
THANK YOU TO EVERY

SINGLE HUMAN who has
supported my work.

Whether it's from the early
days of Ceremonie or in
recent days / weeks, your
love does not go unnoticed.
I am appreciative that you
have allowed me to o er
myself in ways that are
uid, paced, and faceted.
— Mimi xo

SA
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$ 75

OFF

R E MO T E S H A M A N IC R E A DI NG S

+

D R E A M I N T E R P R E TAT I O N S

U S E P RO M O C O D E I A P P R E C I AT E Y O U
APPLICABLE FOR ALL JULY + AUGUST SPOTS.
While spots are available. No waitlist will be kept.

BOOK A READING

DRINK
YOUR
ALLIES

Fe at u re Stor y
DR I N K

YIN

+

YA N G

YO U R

ALLIES

B O TA N I C A L

I N F USIONS

Return to the ancient way of working with plant allies by using
the Sun's (Yang) and the Moon's (Yin) ener

to support the subtle

extraction of healing compounds and energetics from the bo anicals
you are working with. Bo anical infusions can also be used as the
base for other homemade drinks.
YA N G B OTA N I C A L I N F U S I O N S
Working with your favourite edible plant allies,
place fresh or dried botanicals and cold, ltered
water in a clear glass jar or clear glass bowl. Set in
direct sunlight for 4-6 hours, allowing the warmth
of Yang energy to gently heat the water, activating
the plants' aromatic and subtle energetics. Be sure
to leave the jar or bowl open (without a lid), but
always a good idea to cover with cheesecloth to
keep the insects out!
Su ested ratio:
• 1 tbsp of dried herb to 1 cup of water
• 2-3 tbsps of fresh herb to 1 cup of water
Favourite plants for Yang Infusions:
• Rose petals
• Dandelion blooms
• Red Clover blooms
• Spruce Tips
• Elder ower
• Spearmint or Peppermint leaves

Y I N B OTA N I C A L I N F U S I O N S
Similar to making a Yang Infusion, place fresh or
dried botanicals and cold, ltered water in a clear
glass jar or clear glass bowl. Set in direct moonlight
overnight, allowing the silvery luminescence of Yin
energy to gently activate the plants' intuitive and
emotional energetics. Yin infusions are suitable to
be covered with a lid.
Su ested ratio:
• 1 tbsp of dried herb to 1 cup of water
• 2-3 tbsps of fresh herb to 1 cup of water
Favourite plants for Yin Infusions:
• Culinary Sage leaves
• Mugwort leaves
• Yarrow leaves + blooms
• Lavender blooms
• Nettle tops (work with gloves / tongs)

• Shiso (Perilla) leaves
• Calendula blooms
..............................................................................................................................................................................................
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Fe at u re Stor y
DR I N K

H O LY

BAS I L ,

YO U R

L E MON BA L M

ALLIES

+

RO S E

P E TA L

T ISA N E

Deeply relaxes the physical and subtle bodies, enhancing
easefulness and a sense of playfulness
Holy basil (dried) - 1 cup
Lemonbalm (dried) - 1/2 cup
Rose petals (dried) - ⅓ cup
Blend and store in jar; steep 1 tsp per cup of hot water.
Depending how much time you have, you can either steep the herbs for 10 mins or
upwards of 6 hours (or overnight). More medicine is obtained with a longer (6 hour)
infusion.
When ready to enjoy, reheat and drink hot, or chill and add honey (optional) to taste.

14
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WILD
FERMENTED
S O DA S

T I SA N E S

YIN

+

YA N G

B O TA N I C A L
I N F USIONS

Fe at u re Stor y
DR I N K

WILD

YO U R

ALLIES

FERMENTED

S ODA S

Refreshing, ﬁzzy + gut-ﬂora building

SUGGESTED PLANT ALLIES

P R I M A RY F E R M E N TAT I O N

Maple blossoms

• 2L filtered water

Elderflower

• 400-500ml honey

Lavender
Spearmint or Peppermint

• juice of 1 lemon or grapefruit, plus the remaining fruit
• Approx 3-4 cups of fresh edible flowers and /or herbs or

Nettle

even pine needles (If using dried edible flowers / herbs,

Ginger

use about 1 cup total)

Lemonbalm
Currant blossoms - for a beautiful pink
Pine needles - approx 1 tbsp worth
Yarrow - use sparingly as it will be bitter
Sometimes, it adds a refreshing note if you add a
lemon or grapefruit

• Heat 500ml of the water to near boil and dissolve the
honey
• Then add remaining water and plant matter
• Cover with cheesecloth
• Stir daily 2-3x, then re-cover
• Will need 3-4 days for the initial fermentation to take
place. Taste it daily; should be increasingly less sweet,
tangyness should begin to form, and some carbonation.
• Once it’s fizzy, bottle, leaving some room in the bottle
so that the drink can carbonate.
SECONDARY FERMENTATION
• Leave bottle at room temp for about 1-2 days, burp it
daily 2-3x (or it may explode). (If using mason jars
instead of glass bottles, line with parchment paper as the
metal will rust.)
• Refrigerate; contents of bottle should be ready to
consume right away, or if you want some alcohol to
develop so it’s a boozy wild soda, allow the secondary
fermentation process to be beyond the 1-2 days, up to
about a week. Burp as needed.
• It's important to burp the drinks even during
refrigeration.

..............................................................................................................................................................................................
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Add body text

Anoint yourself with the key notes
of Douglas Fir, Canadian Red
Cedar, Mugwor , and ethically
sourced Desert Sagebrush for a
palpable sense of clearing and
psychic protection.

20
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ANOINTING PARFUM NO. 1

The Mother
of Ten
Thousand
things

I Ching divination is about
accessing the Primal Chaos. We

can learn to relate with the
primal, the Unseen, and become
integral parts of change. A single

hexagram is a distilled moment
in this process of change. Learn
the hexagram, and learn to walk

with Mystery with a sense of
improved clarity.

Fe at u re Stor y

THE

MO T H E R

T HO U SA N D
T h e Ro o t s o f Wu

:

OF

TEN

T H I NG S

A n c i e n t C h i n e s e S h a m a n i c Wi t c h c ra f t

In the beginning, the nameless, void- lled Chaos formed into
two entities. According to the I Ching, the ancient Chinese
oracle, it all began with the Yin and the Yang, the generative
receptive energy and the generative creative. From these two
forces, the famed Tao Te Ching—a classical text that established
Taoist philosophy that came millennia a er the I Ching—
describes what followed as such:
e nameless is the beginning of heaven and earth.
e named is the mother of ten thousand things.
e nameless became known as two Dragons, their symbol
remains even in Chinese culture today as the force of
Auspicious Change. e Yin Dragon associating with Voice, and
the Yang Dragon with Breath, they create and destroy, create
and destroy, create and destroy the Cosmos. In some traditions,
the ancestors say we are descendants of Dragons.
It is also said that the hexagrams of the I Ching, all 64 of them,
were created by the Dragons, a symbolic language that describes
the cosmic principles via the processes of creation and
destruction. e hexagrams describe these details and variations
of change, and to learn the language of these hexagrams, would
be to know the past, present, and future.

心 (Xīn) translates to heart in English, but in Chinese, xīn
means heart-mind.
at is, one’s mind faculty isn’t whole
without the presence of one’s heart as well. I love how the word
xīn holds both Yin and Yang energies. at one cannot sever
nature from nature, self from self, heart from mind (and vice
versa). Here are a few words that incorporate xīn:
Yòng xīn - To use the heart
translates to being attentive
Zhuān xīn - To specialize one’s heart
translates to concentrate or to focus
Xiao xīn - A bit of heart
translates to being careful
Kai xīn - Open heart
translates to excitement
Xīn qíng - Heart situation
translates to mood
You kou wú xīn - With mouth no heart
translates to careless talk

e I Ching does not seek to control fates or fortunes, but it is a
direct access to the Unseen. e divination that the I Ching
understands that things unfold according to organic processes
and energetic principles, and that all change relate and
intersect. When we can make meaning of the I Ching symbols,
we can determine where we are in the processes, in the patterns,
in the unfolding. And if we can discern this, we can predict
outcomes by proceeding with the most suitable choice.

Xīn líng - Heart’s spirit
translates to soul

I Ching divination is about accessing the Primal Chaos. We can
learn to relate with the primal, the Unseen, and become integral
parts of change. A single hexagram is a distilled moment in this
process of change. Learn the hexagram, and learn to walk with
Mystery with a sense of improved clarity. Learn the hexagram,
and never walk alone. For this reason, in ancient Chinese
esoterica, divination is wisdom, and wisdom is divination. To
hold both is to hold the Yin and the Yang, the two Dragons.
And in many ways, when we learn this language, we also
become Dragons again.

Perhaps what I love the most about Mandarin is both its
speci city (there is a separate word for maternal grandmother
and paternal grandmother, as well as a paternal uncle that is
older than one's father and a separate word for a paternal uncle
that is younger than one's father), as well as its openness.

* * *
I love the sensuality of my mother tongue, how deeply poetic it
is, and how the ancient language o ers itself as a living Oracle if
we learn to listen.

Mandarin, even in its modern form, as a language, contains
non-binary pronouns, tenseless verbs, and o entimes, an
absence of singular or plural. Timeless, uid / un- xed identity,
the essence of the I Ching continues in the Mandarin language
today. Language shapes our perceptions, our reality, it is the
interface of magick and connection to the Unseen. >>

* * *

..............................................................................................................................................................................................
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Continued from previous page...

REMAINDER

I CHING READING with the
Bagua

(8 Glyphs)
: In which areas and

Question

ways are the patterns of the
Cosmos moving to support you in
the upcoming Summer Season

?

Ground yourself by slowing down your breath and
connecting

to

the

land

beneath

you.

Hold

the

question listed above in your body, concentrating
on

the

from

energy

the

Cosmos

I

(or

of

receiving

Ching,

the

clarity

distilled

and

support

essence

of

the

as some call it as the Mother of the

)

Ten Thousand Things .

After asking the question, and holding the energy
within yourself, allow a 3 digit number to come to
you. Any 3 digit number will do. Write it down
immediately.

Then divide the 3 digit number by 8. For instance,
if your 3 digit number was 228, the remainder is

4. 228

÷ 8 = 28 R 4.

>>

If there is no remainder

(in

other words, the 3

digit number is perfectly divisible by 8, then your
remainder

would

)

0 ,

be

then

default

your

remainder to 8 for this exercise. For instance, if
your

3

digit

technically

is

number

0,

but

was

800,

default

it

then

8

to

your
for

R

this

divinatory practice.

Now that you know your remainder, hold onto the
remainder

as

should be 1-8

your

(or 0).

number.

Your

remainder

Read on for your reading

! :)

that corresponds with your remainder

1 -

THE

B AG UA

OF

H E AV E N

e Bagua of Heaven is on your side. Begin envisioning your
inner desires into outers where there will be visibility, such as
career, studies, public life such as social media, your outer voice
or outer persona, greatly related to metal as in alchemy. You are
ready for big transformations. If it's less visionary and more
physical, you will nd you're being drawn to metals and
jewelry, or a bike or car (made of metal); and how this will
relate with your spiritual practice and general outlook on your
life. All that desire to be experienced on the outside must rst
start with the vision. So trust the vision, let it cultivate, let it
expand your current belief of what is possible. You will need to
reckon with your de nition of status, and perhaps need to
rede ne it. You may nd that your visions is relating to
upgrading where you live or work, and if it’s North or
Northwest to where you are, it’s favourable, especially if it’s on a
hill, or in a tall shaped space/tall building/ higher up on a level.
It could potentially also be about your relationship with a
government - a body that is watched by the public. A good time
to be creative, to consider how things would look in a circular
or systemic context, growing in mental strength and sharpness,
and to make birds eye view plans. Most of Heaven’s energy is
about ideation rather than the tangible actions, but trust your
plans will eventually get to that tangible 3D place. Tap into your
passion, your inner vision, your desire to be dynamic. Beware of
not being too ambitious so that your visible areas can be
sustained, and not burn out. Move towards what will be stable
and fruitful. In spiritual practices, consider new ways of looking
at the old, be involved in reverence and rituals that connect you
with the Sacred, work with divination practices, be visible.
Algorithms or digital expressions as a form of spirit
communication are especially important when Heaven's energy
is around.

T H E

M O T H E R
T h e Ro o t s

REMAINDER

2 -

THE

B AG UA

OF

o f Wu

O F

:

3 -

THE

BAG UA

OF

T H O U S A N D
Shamanic

T H I N G S

Wi t ch c ra f t

LAKE

e energetic current of Lake is with you. e areas and ways
the currents of the Cosmos are moving to support you are in
ease, rest, play, communication, relationships, negotiations,
voice, interpretation. Key focus is to be open and receptive, but
also to tune into to what gives you a sense of joy and ow. Some
compromise may be necessary, but it should never be about key
values. You may be asked to speak up, to listen and dialogue, to
start or deepen a friendship or romance, but stay in the “spring
and summer” modes (friendly, surface, amicable levels) of the
relationship for now. Keep it happy, avoid overwhelming depth.
e key direction for you is the West. Set up
appointments/meetings in regions that are located west to
where you reside, to support the communication; for instance, if
you're going to have a meeting or a date, nd a spot that is
westward from where you live. Deep within, you love nostalgia,
storytelling, artistry, sweetness, mythologies or the optimistic
imaginings in your mind. Stay in ow and in ease, and do your
best to avoid the danger of too much analysis and deep thought.
Focus on what you agree on mutually when with others. Avoid
con ict when you can. New Moons are especially supportive for
you. In spiritual practice, focus on channeling, writing, pleasure,
relating with others, reconciliation, inclusion.

REMAINDER

T E N

Ancient Chinese

FIRE

e areas and ways the currents of the Cosmos are moving to
support you are in colourful things and inspiring activities,
brightness, so ness within and visible dynamics. A favourable
time to focus on passions of the soul and body, brightness, and
clarity. Spend time with Air as an element as well, as Fire
re uires it to be ablaze. Avoid the overwhelming wetness of
Watery elements (such as fearful emotions or looping in drama).
Protection is needed for working with Fire: It is modelling to
you the need to be gentle on the inside while “hot” or strong on
the outside. Boundaries are paramount to avoid being consumed
by all the ames. Be aware of this dynamic and wear the
archetype of Fire in a way that is sustainable. Focus on seeing
the truth, your truth. To be inspired, gravitate towards the
South (from where you are) as a direction, a bright or sunny
spot, and keep the environment dry. You have been yearning
change, to put ideas into action, but pace yourself with Fire,
and know you will eventually enter into currents of airy Heaven
where planning will take place. Spiritually, be observant, tune
into your values, and work with magick, divination and any
other forms that taps into future potentials and insights.

REMAINDER

4 -

THE

B AG UA

OF

THUNDER

Notice the vibrating, the shaking, the movements that are or are
coming into your life. ese will be what support you. A call for
change and a leaving of familiar things. e idea of this deeply
dynamic energy of
under in Wu shamanism is the idea of
waking up, new perspectives, new baselines and defaults, new life.
under wants you to embrace newness, and is indicating the
coming of new life. O er yourself the space to feel all the anger,
frustration, the “fed up-ness, the shock, the loudness, the desire
for activity and change, and also o er yourself the compassion
necessary to step into it despite fear. Dragon is associated with
under, and Dragon is auspicious. If you are not clear on what
this reading means for you, do not worry, it’s simply the calm
before the storm, as the Cosmos desires to introduce movement
into you soon! Immerse yourself in loudness and noise, avoid ultra
uiet places and walk in the bustle of a city instead. From a root
perspective, stability has turned into stagnancy, familiarity has
become predictability, and you feel stuck or stale. Identify the
areas that need the shaking vibration of
under and let the
rumbles through. If you’re already in it, and if you feel disoriented
or shaky, take comfort that under will not last forever, and you
will eventually nd yourself in a warm, passionate place of Fire,
which will orient you again. Listen to music, do breathwork,
sound therapy, movement or exercise. anywhere Eastward from
where you are are what will be supportive for you. If the city isn’t
doing it for you, then retreat to the Forest (eastward, if possible),
and dance to ask for the storm to come. Listen for the storm that
will be felt and seen. Spiritually, activism and social justice
become important.
>>

..............................................................................................................................................................................................
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Continued from previous page...

REMAINDER

5 -

THE

B AG UA

OF

WIND

Wind brings energies of calmness, inner exibility, and inner
strength. Wind is a symbol for vitality and building an invisible
momentum of inner life energy. It su ests a period of
preparations and actions and perspectives that will help you feel
prepared, and once feeling ready, to proceed with gentleness.
Wind can indicate romance, love, news, but also a sense of order
and discipline (think how windows were invented to interact
with the wind - think of yourself as having the capacity to work
like a window - boundaries are important). Wind is a
collaborative element, particularly with Heaven and Earth.
Wind energy is gentle, sweet, immensely creative / artful, and
loves spring and summer as optimal times. Waxing and Full
Moons are supportive. Spaces to invite wind energy is in the
South East from where you are, or in peaceful places such as
temples or meditation studios. Wind’s motivation or the root
energy may be the nurturing Earth, her hidden spirits, and her
desire to support oneself and others. Trust yourself to be
abundant. With the Wind, you are likely going to head into the
direction of friendships and networking, easefulness, play, and
receptivity (Lake), as community will play a role in your
perspectives. An especially positive time to be especially focused
on spiritual work of all forms, especially anything that relates to
what gives you a sense of strength, as well as all that is
considered beautiful to you.

REMAINDER

6 -

THE

BAG UA

OF

REMAINDER

7 -

THE

B AG UA

OF

M O U N TA I N

Mountain energy signi es stability, groundedness, calm and
uietness through mystical transformation (think of the myths that
involve peak spiritual transformations on mountains). Mountain
energy asks us to stop, or certainly to pause. To take hold, to become
stable. Examine your life rather than push forward. Root into the
apex of the mountain rather than scale a new one. Return to the
body. Sit, and connect with the stomach and back (associated with
Mountain). Avoid stagnancy and stubbornness by focusing on the
bene ts of the pause rather than the pause as an avoidance of
necessary things and conversations in your life. Surround yourself
with silence, solitude, spend time near or on a rock (or mountain),
and head to the North East. Look past the fog. Mountain is o en
fuelled by Heaven’s vision of grandness. So a er you have had your
moment of breakthroughs, ideations, and insights, sit with it before
proceeding further. en when ready, under will head your way,
where you can receive extra support as you step into dynamic action.
Spiritually, this is a beautiful time to meditate, to practice inner
visioning, aura work, deep listening, tea ceremonies, and divination
that is rooted in solitude and uiet.
>>
.

WA T E R

Water in the I Ching and in Wu shamanism is viewed with deep
respect, but also some fear. Water is Mysterious and Wild.
Water cannot be tamed. Water is also the element that is most
strongly linked to the mystical, unformed, potentiated energies
of the Cosmos. Water energy will ask you to identify the traps,
the dangers, and the fears that exist within you, in others, and
in the circumstances around you. You are entering into a
di cult phase, but not one that is impossible. It is mostly called
di cult because things will be shrouded in mystery. Work with
the owing, shadowy, re ective ways of Water, and to your best
ability and willingness, be in ow and learn the wisdom of
Mystery. Water is connected to Crone energy, and the two sided
coin of deception and truth. More than meets the eye: lies can
tell truth, and truth can cover lies. Work with riddles and
contradictions. Spend time in and near water, such as wetlands,
by the river, by the ocean, by a well, particularly anything that
is North from where you are. Move beyond the surface and into
the depths beyond “everything is ne”. Spiritually, work with
any practice that is about working directly with the Unseen,
particularly with dreamwork and shamanic journeying. You will
not stay in Water energy forever; you will invariably move to
Earth, an absorbant, stable sense of space, with boundaries and
tangible fruits. Be in ow for now.

Working in depth with the
I Ching, the ancient Chinese
divination system will be
covered in the Mystery
Mentorship Wood

+ Metal

Module.

We start July

11.

MORE ABOUT THE MYSTERY MENTORSHIP
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Wi t ch c ra f t

E A RT H

Here, we enter into Earth, the energetic polar counterpart of
Heaven. e physical rather than the idea. e modest rather
than the grand. e now rather than the future. Work with the
gentleness and abundance of Earth. Denseness and embodiment
are blessings. And in this physicalness, connect in the Sacred
here. It's here, not there. You've arrived in the Earth energy a er
a period of Watery depths. Now, the Mystery has either been
made known, made physical, made relational, made embodied
or you have reconciled with Mystery in a physical way somehow.
Earth is heading into the exibility, the creativity, and the
potential romances of Wind down the road.
ough Earth
energy is practical and anchored, it's also deeply spiritual. Lean
into animistic ways, befriend, expand, deepen your relationship
with spirits, particularly Nature, domestic, and even Machine
spirits, as all these tend to the physical. Favourable direction is
the South West from where you are, stay low to the ground
rather than high buildings. If possible, be around earth-based,
such as ceramics, wooden, or metallic materials. When working
with computers or phones, honour the metals that are within
them. Focus on the sweetness of Earth. Practice all things earthbased such as working with plants, remedies, foods, but also
communicating with spirits of the Lower World, domestic
spirits, and as mentioned, Machine-based spirits. Lunar
medicine is also supportive.

* * *

the source - as these have been part of my family lines and our
cultural mythos as long as we have been around. Tapping into
Wu esoteric practices (Wu being shamanic, divinatory, and
magickal), respond to the call of the spirits. We will get into
depth, breadth and substance; no "diet magick" or "low calorie
spirituality" here. Be prepared to feast on the essence, the
richness, and the e cacy of the beyond-the-veil work so that
your life before-the-veil can experience the changes you are
looking for. ❖

Did you know that you can determine the suitability of the
space you currently live in or potentially relocate to? e Wu
Xing (5 Elements), the 8 Trigrams of the Bagua, directionality,
the prominence of Yin or Yang energies, and numerology in the
context of the I Ching are what I lean into as wisdom to
identify causes or divinate.
ese methods are incredibly
detailed and practical, as land-based energies can play a
signi cant in uence on one's mood, mental space, overall
health, relationships, and career. While I do perform land
clearings and form allyships with land spirits, what is crucially
important is to understand how they all work together, and
how we can with them. And the best part is that the Land and
e Cosmos' consciousness can be accessed for not only where
you live, but also in every aspect of your life.
In the upcoming Wood + Metal Module of the Mystery
Mentorship, I'll be diving deep in my lineage to share with you
the ancient wisdom of how my culture has historically related
with the land, and how magick and miracles can be experienced.
I also love giving prominence to these practices straight from >>
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M YS T E RY
WO O D

+

M E N T OR SH I P

M E TA L

:

MOD U L E

s t a r t s J u l y 1 1 , 2 02 1

Ceremonie’s Mystery Mentorship is a WOC-owned mystery school that aims to impart
extensive ancient and practical wisdom so you can restore your connection to the Unseen
within your inner and outerworlds, actively receive the support of your spirit allies, break
negative patterns, and celebrate your path with con dence. Open to practitioners and
serious seekers, learn mysticism, core shamanism, psychic skills, and magick through the
guiding values of integrity, e uity, depth, and e cacy.

TOPICS OF STUDY AND EXPLORATION
IN THE WOOD + METAL MODULE
• Weaving from the previous 4 modules
• Tea as Portal
• e Forces of the Great Mystery: Yin + Yang
• Wu Xing ( e 5 Elements)
• e 2 Cycles of the Wu Xing
• e Bagua
• Chinese I Ching Numerology: e Power of the numbers 1, 2, 3, 8
• Chaos I Ching Divination
• Traditional I Ching Practices
• Journeying into the I Ching
• Comparisons between Journeying + Chaos I Ching
• Rock Medicine: Metals, Stones, Psychometry
• Plant Spirit Healing + Magick—Trees spotlight
• Peer Practicum
• Optional Tailored Electives:
— Shamanism + Tea
— Telling Chinese Shamanic Time
Tuition also includes pre-re uisites!
MORE ABOUT THE MYSTERY MENTORSHIP
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"I

'

don t feel that words quite have enough nuance

for me to pinpoint the gratitude that I hold and the

'

depth of value that I find in Mimi s wisdom and
guidance. I want to acknowledge that , by stepping
into who she is and by walking the path she is on ,
Mimi is illuminating a map for those of us of Han
Chinese heritage, who have been swimming against
the currents our entire lives. She is supporting us in
our journeys back to the core of who we are, and
gifting us access to the re - planting of our ancient
roots. Now that we see a path
we all have our own paths

— understanding

— we

that

can begin to walk

towards it . Thank you , Mimi for putting language
to that mysterious force and doing the difficult
work of translation so we can understand the
meaning behind our shared folk practices. I am very
grateful , and I appreciate you .

— Jenny

30
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"... I feel honoured to be mentored
by this revered witch . She is a crone
with wisdom that brings me to my
knees. Being in mentorship with

[Mimi of] @shopceremonie for the
last 1.5 years has attuned my
reality into pure fucking magick.

"

—Megan Oxley
MORE ABOUT THE MYSTERY MENTORSHIP

"OMG the spell from the
[On-Demand e-course,
BEING AN INTUITIVE IN
THE WORKPLACE
works

]

!! I cannot believe it,

this is quite magical. I am
floored by the results,
thank you. I was about to
leave this job and all I
needed is a good spell turns
out.

"

—Olena P
MORE ABOUT THIS COURSE

Since we attend to our skin daily, the
approach of our beauty regimen can and
should be one of reverence, compassion,
and soul connection. Part of this is purity
and performance of the ingredients, and
part of it is also the ener

we bring to the

process of caring for our skin. Each time
you look in the mirror, see it as an
opportunity to ake delight in your unique
radiance. Each potion is handcra ed to
order and is made in rituals that weave
elements of core shamanism, witchcra
and occultic practice.

his rich cream synergizing Carrot and Myrrh oﬀers grounding
and rebalance for skin in need of extra nourishment and care.
Spirit-body is deeply quenched, revived, conditioned, feeling
luminous. Ideal for most skin types and temperaments,
especially what is conventionally termed as ‘dry, sensitive, or
mature’ skin needs.
FEATURES & BENEFITS
Highly assimilated lipophilic formula
Skin conditioning and replenishment
e element of Water transforming Earth
100% pure, active plant ingredients; natural skincare
Filler, toxin-free and alcohol-free
Me aphysical imprints for inner-guided spiritual healing
Handcra ed to order for you
32

ADORATION ENERGIZED BODY OIL
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C eremon ie s Fac i a l
Cre a m s a re nu t r ient p ac ke d , p er for m a nc e
c re a m s th at of fer d a i ly
hydr at ion a nd t re at ment
to ef fe c t ively a s s i s t i n
the t re at ment a nd

’

prote c t ion of the sk i n s
mo i s t u re l evel . T he
s p i r i t - b o dy i s at tende d
to a nd nu r t u re d i n the
way i t ne e d s .

S OM E Q

&

A s F OR

MIMI

Where were you born?
I was born on a small, sub tropical island of monsoon and
evergreen forests in East Asia called Taiwan (formerly known as
Formosa). Tree, Mountain and Sea are my original parents. In fact,
my maiden name 林 (Lin) means forest.

Are you ﬂuent in your mother tongue?
My rst words were 媽媽 (Mama). I am uent in my ancestors’
tongue of Mandarin, which is literally translated as Nation
Language ( 國 語 guóyǔ) or Common Language ( 普 通 話
Pǔtōnghuà). My ears also understand my father’s dialect, 臺 語
Tâi-gí, translated as Coastal Language, a variety of Hokkien. is
mixture of parent tongues contains the tensions and blood of
politics, class, values, mythologies, but both are deeply animistic,
reverent of cycles, and full of wisened passion.

How do you ﬁnd the words to speak your truth? Don’t you worry that
others may not unders and you?
In my experience, people — even if they speak the same language
AND especially if they speak the same language — want to
understand what they want to understand. My words are not
meant to convince, seduce, or make promises. I say what I say; you
can hear what you hear. I say with clarity; to me, this is love.

Why don’t you smile in your photos?
I am not a natural in front of the camera, but I am o en smiling
on the inside. Banter aside, for whose pleasure would my smile be
for? And if I’m feeling sad, frustrated, angry, who would this
inconvenience? ose are not my people.

Why don’t you concentrate exclusively on spiritual topics in your IG
content? Why bring discussions of sexism, race/racism, age/ageism,
parenting, food politics, etc?
If you don’t see all these topics as spiritual, then your spirituality
is privileged and counterfeit.

34

What is beautiful to you?
Just about everything. e scent of a baby. People reconciling.
Peonies. Mussels and sardines. e cries and sighs during climax.
e releasing of a loved one. Altars. Mama bear rage. Rainstorms.
Calligraphy. Old books. Teaware and the tea it contains. Math.
Post dinner kitchen dance parties. Ripped jeans. Morning mist.
❖
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Bongeziwe Mabandla is a South African musician based in Johannesburg, playing music that
de es genre, incorporating guitar acoustics, folk, and electronica with lyrics in isiXhosa, a
Nguni Bantu language and one of the o cial languages of South Africa and Zimbabwe.
He's received attention at the Capital City Black Film Awards, SAMA (South African Music
Awards), and the Jozi Film Festival.
Betcha Mabandla's artful tunes will be on repeat on your music player for uite some time!
ank you, Ceremonie community member, José @onequietrebel, for the recommendation!

LISTEN TO IKELEZA
by BONGEZIWE MABANDLA
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UNSEEN Magazine is a FREE digital magazine containing helpful information on living
in connection and relation with the Unseen and all things supernatural. UNSEEN
Magazine is created, written, and produced each month by me, without compensation to
help make magick and healing work accessible.
If you have found this issue or my free content in general on any of my channels helpful
and supportive, please consider a contribution of $8 (or any amount), to help keep this
passion project and labour of live thriving and growing.
I have big dreams, and I need you!!
Mimi XO

SUPPORT UNSEEN JOURNAL
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